
Express III 



Today’s business races are about speed,  flexibility and 
adaptability. Designing a furniture system that helps to 
achieve this organizational excellence  would therefore 

always be the goal of every furniture providers. From 
conceptual brilliancy to optimum functionality. Express III 

provides extensive range of choices to create an office 
planning  just every corporate are longing  for. 

Express III – a door to excellence 





Express III panel screen door is a simple, hands-on solution for those who find it hard 
to strike a balance between privacy and interaction. 

Easily incorporate with existing panel setting, Express III screen door’s singular design offers  excellent flexibility. 
It is easy to organize, install and re-arrange, eliminating the restriction of traditional system. The simple gliding 
movement of Express III panel screen creates an emotional privacy as well as confidentiality, fulfills  diverse office 
tasking challenges. 



Readily balanced corporate image with departmental identity, Express III demountable hanging 
panel provides design flexibility by material variety. In twin wall sheets, steel solid panel with 

linear or circle pattern, space are personalized without difficulty.  

Express III  is your freedom to opt for a dynamic seating configuration. The lightweight anodized frames create a 
thin profile while maximizing space utilization. With the flexibility to configure 90, 120 and 180 degrees planning, 
panels can be integrated with cantilevered work surface and add-on clear or frosted glass panel to provide 
comfortable yet friendly office environment for people who work in it.  



Modern system furniture should be flexible enough to help you organize employees by  teams or 
work-groups. No matter how frequently your office layout changes, Express III always maintains 

you at the stage of advanced intelligence. 

Accessory options like paper  trays, nameplate,  telephone holders and pencil troughs are available in an instant 
demountable design, easily associate with individual needs. 



Every organization has her specific needs; Express III offers infinite possibility in office  
planning. Its multifunctional panel construction creates spacious and innovative  

configurations, suitable for small to medium – sized enterprises or even  
corporate organizations. Greater planning freedom means  

effortless integration with interior design, maintaining  
design consistency while presuming  

continuity for future  
development.   



Modish furniture, material combination and accessory options facilitate individual workplace 
preference and accommodate specific work styles. In panel base, as freestanding, with 
mobile storage, or in combination with add-on hanging shelves or flipper door cabinet, 

Express III offers you a wide range of planning environment and budgets, makes it effortless 
to achieve design minimalism without sacrificing quality or image.   






